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Toward an Information Processing Analysis

of Field-independence

The dramatic developments in learning and merdory research

o;.rer the last decade or so have had at least two important impli-

cations for researchers concerned with the cognitive style dimen-

sion of field independence-dependence. ,First, the nearly total

domination of the area by a cognitive view-point.has provided a

theoretical and methodological perspective for-studying field

dependence. This view point is most clearly reflected btr a number

of information processing models of bognition. Second, the area

orindividual differences has become a respected area of inquiry

and is seen as offering a potential for furthering our understanding

of the nature of cognition.

Our paper adopts a restricted approach to the diverse issues

and objectives of this symposium. We limit ourselves to a consider-

ation of only one cognitive style dimension. We,further limit our
/.."`

discussion to recent research concerned with learning and memory and

which can be viewed within a general information processing frame-

work. The first section of bur paper considers research conducted

mainly since the publication of Goodenough's (1976) excellent review.

Here we attempt to extend the findings of,Goodenough by focusing on

the information piocessing stages of attention, encoding in shOrt

term and working memories, and storage and retrieval proceasea of

long term memory. The second dection of our paper, adopts a

critical view and argues that field independent-dependent researchers
e

have not fully exploited the theoretical and methodological models

afforded by the information processing perspective: Finally/ we
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suggest some future directions Which this research might take to

further our understanding of the information processing character-
.

istics of field independent and field dependent learners.

Stages of Information Processing

Attention. Goodenough (1976) advanced a cue salience *poth-
/

esis as a means of accounting for the consistently poorer perform-

ance of field dependent learners on concept learning tasks. According

to this hypothesis,'field dependent learners are dominated by the

most notiqable or salient features of a,stimulus, and thus they tend

to ignore or overlook many features of the stimulus complex. The

cue salience hypothesis suggests that field independent and field

dependent individdals differ in terms of attentional processes.

Recently researchers interested in field dependence,have 1?egtiA

to employ informatiOn processing paradigms as a teans of examining

attentional processes. The general research strategy employed has

typically been to correlate measures of field independence (Rod and

Frame Test and Group Embedded Figures Test) with various measures of

attention including dichotiC listening, signal detection, and visual

search tasks:,

This line of investigation has generally revealed that field

dependent subjects are less effective in their performance on attention

tasks. The folloiang generalizationi reflect the nature of this

performance.

1. Fidld dependent subjecti, eake greater errors than field
A

independent subjects in fpoth visual and auditory modes

when they are asked to attend to a relevant ptimulus in

. I.
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the presence of a competing, irrelevant stimulus

(Avolio,. Alexander, Barrett & Sterns, 1981).

2. Field dependent subjects need a longer time to pick up

information and are leseflexible in eye movement

patterns when the visual display is changing. That

is, the field dependent individuals tend to confine

their fixations to a smaller region within the total

visual field (Shinar, McDowell, Rackoff, & Rockwell,

1978).

3. Field dependent subjects tend to be less effective in

signal detection accuracy when the demands of the task

are.high (Forbes & Barrett, 1978).

4. Field dependent subjects have larger and greater numbers

of eye movements during Rod and Frame Test performance.

This finding suggests that part of the field dependent

subjects deficit in performance on the rod and frame test

is related to selective attention, and that field depend-

ent subjects scan more of the visual field but are un-:.

able to selectively attend to the relevant part of the

visual field (Blowers & O'Conner, 1978).

5. Field dependent subjegts tend to prefer a slower pace of

stimulus presentaticin in auditory and visual selective

attention tasks. (Avolio, Alexander, Barrett & Sterns,

1979).

These recent studies demonstrate that field dependent,subjects

have a difficult time selectively attending to relevant cues par-

ticularly in the presence of distracting cues. While the results

of these studies are quite consistent with Goodenough's hypothesis,
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they alSo extend his cue salience,hypothesis beyond concept

learning to include a vartiety of selective attention tasks.

Nevertheless, a nUmber of issues remain to be clarified. Are

the differences between field independent and field dependent

learners due to different strategies, different proceses, or

differences in the capacity to attend to the demands Of a

particular task?

Encoding. If field dependence isrefated to attentional

processes, then it would seem that field independent and field

dependent learners Would also differ in enOoding processes.

Some recent studies employing encoding specificity, digit span,

and working memory tasks have supported this hypothesis.

For example, Frank (Not'e 1) employed an encoding-specificity

paradigm and found that field independent and field dependent

individuals did not differ when recall cues were the same as

those presented during acquisition. When the recall cues were

different, field independent individuals demonstrated better re-

call than field dependent subjects. Thus, it appears that field

independent individuals encode information in a more versatile

manner than do field dependent individuals.

Berger & Goldberger (1979) examined the relationship between

field dependence and performance on a number of digit span tasks.

Two general types of tasks were employed. One type of-task was

thought to tap the strength of registering a stimulus trace in

short term memory, and the other type was thought to tap the ability

to resist interference in consolidating a short term memory trace.

ti>
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As predicted, there was no difference between field independent

and field dependent individuals on the simpler, registration tasks,

but field independent individuals did recall significantly more

digits on the more difficult interference tasks.. These results
orodllh.

indicate that field independent and field dependent individuals

differ in short term memory processes. Although the exact nature

of these differences remain unclear, they may stem from attqntional

factors as, suggested by Berger & Goldberger (1979),.from differences

in the capacity of short term memory, or, from differences in the

manner of encoding information.

Case and Pascdal-Leone (Case, 1975; Case & Globerson, 1974;

Pascual-leone, 1970) suggested that field independent and field

dependent individuals differed in their effective use of working

memory--a "dentral computing space" within which all current infor-

mation processing occurs. Further support for the working memory

hypothesis is provided by more recent research: Robinson &

Bennink (1978) investigated recall error4s and response time in

a sentence transformation task. The extent to which working

memory processes were tapped was manipulated through the use of

high and low information load conditions. Under low information

load, field independent and field dependent learners showed few

differences, but field independent learners responded faster and

with fewer errors in the high information load. These results

were extended by Bennink & Spoelstra (1979) to inference and

recognition processes. Again, recall and recognition performance

of field independent,individuals was significantly more accurate

than that for field dependent individuals under conditions of

high memory load.



These studies suggest that field dependence is related to

differencesoin encoding processes. Moreover, they indicate that

when a limited amount of information is processed there are little

or no aifferences between.field independent and field dependent

learners. However, when larger amounts of information are pro-
.

cessed, then field independent individuals are more efficient

information processors than field dependent individuals.

Long Term Memoy. Goodenough (1976) found little evidence

to suggest that field dependence was related to performance on

agsociati,ve learning and memory tasks. However, some of the

more recent research seems to imply that organizational processes

do contribute to memory differences in field independent and

field dependent learners.

Davis & Frank (1979) pointed oUt that results from free re-

call studies showed: a) that fidld independent learners tend to

cluSter more than field dependent learners, b) that word lists

with more difficult patterns of organization are recalled better

by field independent learners, and c) that field independent

learners have better recall when given the opportunity to organize

the material.

Research with more applied tasks confirms and extends these

results." Stasz, Shavelson, Cox & Moore (1976) examined the

a

rganizational structure of concepts acquired in a social studies

ihicou'rse. They found that, after instruction, field independent

ubjects had greater differentiation among social studies concepts

nd a concept structure more closely related to the strudture of

the subject matter.

0

6V.
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Reseaich on the recall of information presented in prose

passages has alsa implicated organizational processes. Spiro &

,Tirre (1980) reported that field independent students are more

likely to utilize previous informatión as a means officilitating

recall than field dependent students. Annis (1979) reported that

field indepenftnt students were better at learning and remembering

textual information which-was high in structural importance.

,Satterly & Telfer (1979) reported that field dependent students

made the greateet gain when they were provided with an advance

organizer that made explicit the organizing prop'erties of the

material to be learned.

While this line of redearch does not specify the precise

processes involved,',the findings are very consistent in suggesting

that organizational processes do contribute to differences between

field independent and field dependent learners. What remains to

be determined is whether these differences'are due to different

processes for storing information, retrieving informaion, ox to

differences in both storage and rebrieval processei.

In summary, the recent'research which we have reviewed indiCates

that field independent individuals are better than field dependent
.*"

indivi'duals in selective attention, encoding, and long'term memofy

processes. The conclusions drawn are also consistent with the

cognitive restructuring hypothesis advahced by Witkin.and Goodenou4h

(1981). *According to this hypothesis, field independent and

dependent individuals differ in the.ability to resteUcture infor-

mation,in a perceptual and cognitive mode. Furthermore, this

ability is seen as involving three components: 1) breaking down

9
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a stimulus complex into its cordponent elements; 2) providing
1-

structure for an ambiguou-d stimulus complex; and, 3),providing
6

a different struoture to that inherent in the stimulus_complex.

The first component, breaking down a stimulus complex,

appears to be.related to the process of attention. The current

studies showed that field independent individuals attend to not

only the salient eleMents but also to a broader range of elements

of the stimulus complex. The second and third components of

the restructuring hypothesis are also supported in a general sense

by many of the encoding find long term memory studies tht we 'ilave

'reviewed. These studies could be interpreted as showing"that

field independent individuals are more adaptable in dealing,with
/

task ambiguity and the reorganization ot information. Additional

research, however,-is needed in order to more clearly identify

the specific processes involved in-these components.

Field Dependence and Information Processing

The research we have just summarized clearly points to

information processing differences in field dependence. However,

it ie just a beginning. The vast majority of studies examining

field dependence and learning have not fully capitilized on the

theory and methodology afforded by information processing models

Two related problems with much of the previous research concern

the type of research paradigm empl.oyed and the manner in which

'the results are interpreted. Much of this research has employed

very global tasks which do not permit a clear identification of

information processing components. This situationis further

Compounded by the tendency to then invoke information'processing -/

constructs as a means of explaining the differences between_5.eld
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independent and field dependent learners. Thus, much of the

research on field dependence'has not utilized information

processing tasks, but inforthation'processing constructs have
;

been freely useckto describe field dependence.

This state of affairs is sUrprising in that Messick (1970Y

characterized cognitive styles as "information Processing habits"

Alp. 190). Such a characterization provided a definite direction

for research and clearly implied that information processing

paradigms held promise for furthering our understanding of field

dependenge.- Only recently have a few investigators begun to

follow Mes04c's suggestion by employing information processing

paradigms.

.Ma* researchers interested in other areas of individual

differences have applied information processing paradigins

their research effOrts. For example, Hunt,,Frost & Lunneborg

(1973) studied individual differences in verbal and quantitative

abilities-by employing a number of different .information pro-v

cessinq tasks. Similar research strategies have been'followed

in studying individual differences in anxi0,ty (Muller, 19-79),

introversion-extroversion (Eysenck, 1977), and reading (Frederiksen,

1980). These approaches to individual differences provide a

general research model which could be adapted by researchers con-s

cerned with learning and memory.in field dependence.

, Future Directions. While research on the information pro-

cessirig differences in field dependence has been slow to develop,

we feel that many future directions hold promise.

1 i
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One direction involves adopting researA asks designed
1

to measure and isolate specific information processing cor4onents.

The following tasks seem profitable because they have been

employed frequently by researchers in the area of information

processing and by researchers interested in individual differences:

1. The letter matching task developed by Posner and"

Mitchel 9,1967)

2. The memory scanning task developed by Sternber.g (1969)
;

3. The working memory tasks developed by Baddeley and

Hitch (1974)

4. The Brown-Peterson short term memory. paradigm (Peterson

& Peterson, 1959) ,

Another direction for future research concerns a more detailed'I

analysis of simple and choice reaction times of.field i7Ippendent

and field dependent,individuals.' Reaction time tasks have been

.eMployed in much of the inforMation processing research, but

little attention has been devoted to reaction time in field depend-
,

,ence research. Lunneborg (1977) reported significant, but moderately

low, correlations between reaction time measures (motor reaction

.time and choice reaction time) and performance on the Hidden Figures

Test. This relationship was obtained in one sample of high school,
,

students ait-was not replicated in another sample of high school

students or in a sample of college students. These results imply'

that the relationship is complex and needs additional nesearch.

Also, Jensen (1980) has suggested that information processing

reflected by reaction.time is an'inaicator -df_general.speed as

intelligence. Thus, additio 1 research on field dependence and
,



reaction time may help reSolve the issue of whether or not

field dependence is simply an expression of,general intelligence.

Posner and McLeod (19R2) have recently noted that important

links between information processing and neuroscience have begun,

to develop. Such a' link is also beginning toemerge in 'field

dependence research in two separate directions. One direction

involves a consideration of information processing differences

between field independent and field dependent individuals in

terms of cerebral hemispheric functioning (Bloom-Feshbach, 1980;

O'Connor & Shaw, 1978; Oltman, Ehrlichman & Cox; 1977; Oltman,

Semple & Goldstein, 1979; Zoccolotti & Oltman, 1978). Another

direction concerns an exmination of.the physiological mechanisms

which mediate performance on the Rod and Frame Test (Goodenou04

1981; Goodenough, Oltman, Sigman, Rosso & Mertz, 19,7T Goodenough,

Sigman, Oltman, Rosso & MertZ, 1979; Sigman,--Goodenough & Flannagan,

1979), Continued research in tMse areas may provide an under-

standing of the neurophysiologiCal basis for differences in learn-
,

ing and memory performance of field independent and field depend-
,

ent learners.

Posner and McLeod (1982) have also P roposed a taxonomy of mental

Ar
operations within the domain of information, processing. This model

attempts to force finer distictions among such concepts as "pro-

-cessei", "strategies," "states," and lltraits." Extentions of this

taxonomy to the area of field dependence may hold proMise both

in terms of theoretical Vncerns and in terms of providing direction

for additional learning and memory research.

13
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Another direction for future field dependence research

concerns explorpon of the nOtion of cognitive flexibility

which has been proposed by a number of researchers (Battig,

1979; Davis & Frank, 1979; MacLeod, 1979). According to the

notion'of cognitive flexibility, individuals differ in the

range of available processes and or'strategies they have

available to perform on a given task. Much of the research

we reviewed in this paper,suggests that field independent

individuals are more flexible,in selecting efficient approaches

to the tasks they are asked to perform. Therefore, the differ-

ences between field independent and field dependent learners

may be due to having a greater repertoire of options available

to them, to a greater willingness to try difference approaches,

or to an ability to recognize that a particular.approach is not
t

.

the most efficient. Thus,'differences in learning and meMory

may not be due to differences in the capacity-of information

processing systems, but rather to differences in the extent
(.

to which different information processing systems are'available

for the performance of a given task.

A final dir_ection for future research which we believe holds

promise is to compare the performance of successful and unsuccessful

learners within poles of the field dependence continuum. Thus,

the processes employed by successful field dependent learners would

be compared with the processes employed by unsuccessful field

dependent leilrners. Similar comparisons would be performed for

field independent learners. This strategy for studying field

dependence might be applied fruitfully to the area of reading.

14
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As Davis, Kak and Frank (Note 2) pointed out, groups of problem

readers cohtain both field independent and field dependent

students. Therefore, it would be useful to know what approabhes

or processeg/the good field dependent readers employ that the

poor field dependent readers do not employ. Likewisef it would

be useful to know what approaches or processes the good field

independent readers employ that the poor field independent

readers do not employ. Obviously, information provided by

adopting this research strategy would be lielpful in adapting

instructional approaches to the cognitive style of the students.

Summary. The recent research which we reviewed in this

paper indicates that there are differences in the information

processing characteristics of field independent and field

dependent learners. Specifically, we found that field independ-

ent individuals are more efficient than field clependent individuals

in selective attention, encoding, and long term memory processes.

We also noted that, in general, the recent research was consistent

with Witkin .&nd Goodenough's (1981) cognitive restructuring.

hypothesis. While the recent research on field dependence and

learning has begun to employ'information processing paradigms, many

future directions remain to be explored

I
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